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Abstract: This paper deals with A-type and B-type rectangular cuboid SVU (soundproofing ventilation unit) contain an
inlet and outlet in opposite surfaces. The difference between them is whether they are located in small or big cross section
area. Following the theoretical calculation, the shape and location of the inlet and the outlet are determined by an
investigation of the distribution of higher order mode waves formed inside the SVU. Finally, experimental results of Atype and B-type based on the reverberation chamber method are shown to be in reasonable agreement with our theoretical
predictions. The results of theoretical calculation and experiments conducted lead to the conclusion that A-type is suitable
for soundproof ventilation unit.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The authors are presenting a concept of manufacturing
windows called SPCW (Sound Proofing Casement
Windows) which are capable of ventilating, regulating
sunlight and reducing traffic noise inside the house of
developing countries in tropical climate zones [1]. The size
and the structure of SPCW are designed to be identical to the
current casement windows in order to avoid any costs
incurred when replacing those windows. The proposed
SPCW combines two basic components namely the
ventilation soundproofing unit and the lighting unit as shown
in Fig. (1). The lighting unit can be constructed using one
glass layer mounted between two soundproofing ventilation
units (SVU). Due to the fact that SVU must have a large
volume to attenuate the low frequency range of traffic noise,
sound propagating through SVU is a combination of a plane
wave and the higher order mode wave. The higher order
mode wave has been reviewed in numerous experimental
and analytical studies [3-10], particularly in the analysis and
design of silencing systems. It generates very high levels of
sound pressure, especially those at resonance frequencies.
Therefore, in order to maximize the soundproof capability it
is necessary to reduce the sound pressure levels or prevent
the generation of higher order mode waves in any technique.
The SVU can consist of a square, rectangular cuboid or
more complicated shapes depending on decorative
considerations. Needless to say, the unit requires a simple
internal structure and large input and output to maximize
ventilation as well as preventing outside noise from entering
the house. Actually, an input and output can be located at
various positions on the SVU according to the design of
window.
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Fig. (1). A side view of proposed casement windows.

This paper deals with the rectangular cuboid SVU which
Fig. (1) A side view of proposed casement windows
contains an inlet and outlet in opposite surfaces as shown in
Figs. (2, 3). The difference between them is whether they are
located in small or big cross section area. Hereafter, we shall
refer to them as A-type and B-type, respectively. Following
the development of the theoretical calculation in section 2,
the shape and location of the inlet and the outlet are
determined by an investigation of the distribution of higher
order mode waves formed inside the SVU. Finally,
experimental results of A-type and B-type based on the
reverberation chamber method are Investigation
shown to beofininlet/outlet
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agreement with our theoretical predictions.
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(2) at x = a , Vx = 0
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(3) at y = 0 , V y = 0

(4)

(4) at y = b , V y = 0

(5)

(5) at z = 0 , Vz = V0 F0 (x, y)

(6)

(6) at z = L , Vz = VL FL (x, y)

(7)

where V0 and VL are the driving velocity at the inlet and

x

outlet, F0 (x, y) =1 at the inlet and F0 (x, y) =0 elsewhere,

FL (x, y) =1 at the outlet and FL (x, y) =0 elsewhere.

Fig. (2). A-type SVU.

According to the above boundary conditions, the velocity
potential φ (x, y, z) can be determined as:

(

y

(

Fig. (2) A-type SVU!

z

Theoretical calculation of the sound pressure inside the
rectangular cuboid including the effects of higher-order
mode waves [2] is summarized as follows:
Fig. (3) B-type SVU!

Consider the case of rectangular cuboid having a crosssectional area S w = a × b and depth L which has the inlet and
outlet located on the opposite faces. The cross-sectional area
of an inlet and outlet is S0 = a0 × b0 and S L = aL × bL ,

PL =

1
SL

) ( C sin α x + D cosα x )

s 2 − α 2 y + F cos s 2 − α 2 y

)

(1)

where A, B, C, D, E and F are arbitrary constants
determinable from the boundary conditions, other symbols
are constants.
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velocity components in the x, y and z directions,
respectively. Assuming the walls of the cavity to be perfectly
rigid and the loss at the wall can be neglected, then boundary
conditions may be expressed as:

where
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Moreover, expanding the above equation corresponding
to variation of m and n, we have:

Vx = − ∂φ / ∂x , V y = − ∂φ / ∂ y and Vz = − ∂φ / ∂z are the
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2. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
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Then the average sound pressure acting on the outlet can

Fig. (3). B-type SVU.
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according to the calculation example shown in Fig. (4). The
curve of Eq. (18) and the sound pressure level of those wave
components in dB are shown in Fig. (4a). Similarly, the
curve of Eq. (19) and the sound pressure levels of (2, 0), (4,
0) higher order modes wave components in dB are shown in
Fig. (4b). The plane wave and the higher order mode waves
also have many resonance frequencies which occurred
corresponding to the increasing value of in Eqs.(18) and
(19). As evident from the results, the level of the latter is
significantly greater than those of the former. Therefore, it is
clear that when we are able to reduce an arbitrary higherorder wave mode, we will not only avoid resonance
generated by this mode but also obtain a low level of the
entire outlet sound pressure.
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Generation mechanism of the frequencies of plane wave
and the higher order mode wave can be understood

(2, 0)!

(4, 0)!

Frequency (Hz)
Fig. (4). The generation mechanism of sound pressure in B-type
SVUFig.
having
a dimension
of a=0.48m,
b=0.075m
L=0.29m.
(4) The
generation mechanism
of sound
pressureand
in B-type
SVU
having
a dimension
of a=0.48m,
L=0.29m.
(a) Plane wave
component
defined
by Eq.b=0.075m
(10) (b)and
Higher
order
(a) plane
wave by
component
modes component
defined
Eq. (10).defined by Eq. (10)
(b) higher order modes component defined by Eq. (10)

Fig. (5) shows the first resonance frequency of (m, n)
higher-order modes occur in A-type SVU. Fig. (6) shows
Investigation
of inlet/outlet
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those of B-type SVU and the comparison
between
two types
Nasu
T. , Iki K.and
Nishimura
of SVU. Note that the symbol in this
figure
indicated
the T.
resonance frequency of the plane wave defined by Eq.(18).
As indicated in this figure, B-type SVU has a lot of
resonance frequencies of the plane wave and higher-order
mode wave in comparison with those of A-type. Therefore, it
can be seen that the soundproofing effect of A-type is better
than B-type.
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the form of form-1 or form-2 as shown in Fig. (7). The
remaining higher order modes that we have to consider are
(0, 2), (0, 4), (0,6), …. When using form-1 and (2, 0), (4, 0),
(6,0), …when using form-2, respectively. Similarly, a low
level of could be selected in an identical manner.
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Fig. (5). The first resonance frequency of (m, n) higher-order modes
occur in the A-type SVU.
Fig. (5) The first resonance frequency of (m, n) higher-order modes!
occur in the A-type SVU!
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Fig. (7). A reasonable shape and location of the inlet and the outlet
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An experiment was conducted using the reverberation
chamber method to verify the actual sound attenuation
characteristics of A-type and B-type SVU. Fig. (8) shows the
Investigation of inlet/outlet location on SVU
experimental setup. The volumes of the reverberation
Nasu T.
, Iki K.and
Nishimura T.
0
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3000
chambers were 98m3 and 179 m3, respectively. The SVU
were installed at the aperture by a casing composed of a
A
plank. The sound source was a loudspeaker fed by pink
Frequency (Hz)
noise, and five microphones were located on each chamber
Fig. (6). Comparison of B-type and A-type SVU on the first
measuring the spatially averaged sound pressure. The
(6) resonance
Comparison
of B-type
and A-type
SVU on the first ! pressure levels in the sending chamber were 100 -105 dB to
frequency
of (m, n) higher-order
modes.
resonance
frequency of (m, n) higher-order modes!
achieve a pressure level of 70 - 80 dB in the receiving room.
Lastly, in order to increase the soundproofing ability, let
The actual sound attenuation of the SVU is estimated by the
! consider the shape and location of inlet and outlet based
us
Investigation
inlet/outlet
variation from the measurement results
with andof without
thelocation on
on the theoretical calculation results. For this purpose, low
Nasu T. , Iki
K.and Nishimura T.
SVU inserted between the two reverberation
chambers.
levels of and in Eqs. (14) and (17) are required. When
Several SVU with various shapes of inlet and outlet were
a i 1 = a / 2 − Δa , a i 2 = a / 2 + Δa , and are selected, Eq. (14)
used during the experiment. The shape and position of inlets
becomes
and outlets are shown in Fig. (9). Hereafter, we shall refer to
them as (A1) to (A5) for A-type SVU and (B1) to (B3) for
B-type SVU, respectively. Note that, S0 is an area of inlet or
⎡ 2a
⎛ mπ ⎞ ⎛ nπ ⎞ ⎤ ⎡ 2b
⎛ nπ ⎞ ⎛ nπ
⎞ ⎤
outlet and the symbol R% is defined as R%= S0 / Sw.
=⎢
cos ⎜
⎟⎠ sin ⎜⎝ a Δa ⎟⎠ ⎥ ⎢ nπ cos ⎜⎝ 2 ⎟⎠ sin ⎜⎝ b Δb ⎟⎠ ⎥ (20)
Additionally, (A1) (A5), (B1) and (B2) are the shapes that
mπ
2
⎝
⎣
⎦⎣
⎦
we considered in the theoretical computation and
This is demonstrated when m = 1, 3, 5, … or n = 1, 3, 5,
summarized in Fig. (7). The other shapes were used to
a
validate our prediction.
… Qm,n
becomes zero. Furthermore, if is selected, for m = 2,
4, 6, …also becomes zero. On the other hand, if is selected,
becomes zero when n = 2, 4, 6, …. Therefore, to avoid many
higher order mode waves, the shape of the inlet must be in
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shown in Fig. (11) when changing the inlet cross-section
area. Fig. (12) proves our theoretical calculation on the
reasonable shape of the outlet as discussed in section 3. Fig.
(13) shows the attenuation obtained when using reasonable
outlet shapes (A1) and (A5). When using (A5) the
attenuation obtained is greater than (A1) because (A5)
eliminated the resonance of (2, 0) which appears at 1224Hz.
Figs. (14, 15) show the difference of A-type and B-type
when they have the same R% and outlet cross-section area
S0 , respectively. Attenuation obtained is greater when
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Fig. (9) Combination of inlet and outlet . (A1) to (A5) for A-type
Fig. (10) shows the measured results of A-type SVU with
SVU with
dimension of 75mm x 290mm. (B1) to (B3) for B-type
changes in outlet cross-section area. Noticeably, the
SVU with dimension of 290mm x 480mm.!
soundproof effect will be decreased when opening a large
!
outlet to maximize ventilation. Similar characteristics are

3.15k
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Fig. (10). Measured result of A-type SVU with change of outlet
cross-section
Fig. (10)area.
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Fig. (9). Combination of inlet and outlet . (A1) to (A5) for A-type
SVU with dimension of 75mm x 290mm. (B1) to (B3) for B-type
SVU with dimension of 290mm x 480mm.
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Fig. (11). Measured result of A-type SVU when changing the inlet

Fig.
(11) Measured
result of A-type SVU when changing!
cross-section
area.
using A-type though B-type has a higher ventilation effect.
the be
inlet
cross-section
area.!
It should
noted
that the above
experiment was carried
Lastly, the comparison between two kinds of SVU is shown !
out using an SVU made of a steel plate that was not affixed
in Fig. (16) when reasonable shapes of inlet and outlet were
with on
the SVU
absorbing material. However, in practice, it is
Investigation
inlet/outlet location
used. It is clear that A-type induces
greater ofsoundproof
necessary
to use some appropriate sound absorbing material
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effects than B-type.
inside the SVU to obtain a higher soundproof effect.
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better outcomes than A-type because it could open a large
input and output to maximize the ventilation effect.
However, as various resonances of plane wave and higherorder mode wave occur inside the unit, the soundproofing
effect of B-type can not be expected to be great. The results
of theoretical calculation and experiments conducted lead to
the conclusion that A-type SVU is suitable for soundproof
ventilation unit.
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CONCLUSION
Acoustic characteristics of A-type and B-type rectangular
cuboid soundproof ventilation unit have been considered
theoretically and experimentally. Both these types have
similar dimensions with the inlet and outlet located on the
opposite faces. It is considered that B-type would induce
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